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Mark Robson climbing Silence is Golden (TD), Tower of Silence (730m).
(Simon Richardson)

F

or alpinists with an interest in the Arctic, the 40-year archive of Area
Notes for Greenland, so assiduously compiled for us all by Derek Fordham, has been essential reading and research. Since Derek laid aside his
pen in 2009, sources of information available to devotees of the north have
changed. We can still look to the records of the Mount Everest Foundation
and the Gino Watkins Memorial Fund (GWMF) for where they bestow
their valuable grant assistance, and in a similar vein the Arctic Club and the
Scottish Arctic Club. The Alpine Club has also supported members venturing to Greenland locations, myself included and the Alpine Journal has
carried articles and reports from Greenland expeditions: so far so good for
teams originating in the UK.
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Above: Mark Robson climbing the
north spur (D) Dwarf One (870m).
(Simon Richardson)
Right: Mark Robson descending the
east ridge of Castle Peak (780m).
(Simon Richardson)

For information on expeditions from other nations, fuller coverage has
become available in the pages of, in particular, the American Alpine Journal
and its excellent online adjunct, the searchable http://publications.americanalpineclub.org, perhaps the most reliable source of Greenland mountaineering
information in the age of the internet, and especially valuable since the
Danish Polar Centre records and functions were devolved to the Greenland
authorities in Nuuk from 2010.
As a sometime beneficiary of MEF and GWMF grant support for some
of my own Greenland trips I have been looking back over the years since
the AJ carried the last of Derek’s Area Notes. Since 2009 there seems to
have been a falling-off with fewer than ten British groups receiving grant
aid for Greenland and just a few more being supported by the GWMF. My
own most recent expedition in early 2018 got support from both the MEF
and GWMF, as well as the Austrian Alpine Club. I recall receiving news of
the award from GWMF with an accompanying comment that ‘the panel
recognised the strength of your team but regretted that it did not include
younger mountaineers who might have benefitted from the opportunity to
learn from such experienced expeditioners.’ I had tried hard to recruit such
but none applied.
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My expedition article in AJ 2016 commented on the increasing costs of
mounting a Greenland expedition. A comparison between my first trip in
1991 and 2018 shows per capita costs doubled. Even though it was possible in
2018 to fly the first leg of the journey, from the UK to Iceland, for less than
£30 courtesy of easyJet, after that the zeros kept coming, until a six-person
group had to meet total expenditure exceeding £46,000. For young people
finding a full share of this sort of sum is in itself a mountain to climb. However, while not discounting the escalating costs of insurance, if you really
want to go, a way can be found.
Keeping a watchful eye on Greenland adventuring, it seems there is less
interest now in heading for the many Greenland areas where hundreds if
not thousands of striking alpine peaks can be found, and as the number
of expeditions diminishes, the sort of areas I prefer, with high and wide
glaciers and exciting alpine peaks, preferably with the opportunity for first
ascents, are being overlooked in favour of different sorts of objectives.
Since 2009 there has been a definite swing of interest towards areas in
Greenland with high-standard rock climbing. At the same time there has also
been an increase in the number of trips where access has been by sailing boat
or sea kayak, or both, as there are many places where impressive and impos-
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Tower of Silence. (Simon Richardson)

ing sea cliffs abound, particularly in the south and along parts of the west
coast. Chartering ski-equipped aircraft for glacier and icecap landing has
become very expensive and consequently been avoided; this will likely mean
many areas will not get the same levels of attention as was once the case.
Among the sailors, the Rev Bob Shepton has continued to gather crews
of climbers to push this exciting and demanding branch of mountaineering.
Under Bob’s pilotage the exploits of the Belgian-US ‘Wild Bunch’ in 2014,
and again in 2015, with a deviation across to Baffin Island, a group of laptop-using South Africans dubbed the ‘Nerdy Bunch’, and the British ‘Mild
Bunch’ all benefitted from Bob’s keen eye for promising cliff terrain, mostly
along the west coast of Greenland.
Other sailing-and-climbing groups have been active in the south.
Renowned French ocean-going skipper Isabelle Autissier took a FrancoBelgian team to the Cape Farewell region in 2016, where significant first
ascents were made on the Thumbnail and Igdlorssuit Tower. Earlier, in 2014,
the two-man team of Ralph Villiger from Switzerland and the Austrian
Harald Fichtinger sailed to the east coast of Liverpool Land where they
made a difficult first ascent of Kirken, a twin-topped spire first noticed
by the whaler William Scoresby Jr in the 1820s. The west coast areas of
Uummannaq and Upernavik fjords also provided good rock sport for Polish
climbers in 2017 after an earlier trip by an Oxford University group who
found some big walls there.
Mountaineers who turned themselves into sea kayakers and then worked
very hard for their climbs have included in 2014 Olly Sanders (UK) in the
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Hulya Peaks. (Simon Richardson)

Cape Farewell region, and also in 2014 the Swiss Silvan Schupbach and
friends, who paddled to Renland and the stupendous Mirror Wall with a
polar bear encounter on the return journey. Undeterred, Schupbach and
other friends went in 2016 to paddle even further round Cape Farewell from
Nanortalik to get to Apostolen Tommelfinger.
Renland’s fabled walls and towers, first brought to the world’s attention
by Dick Griffiths’ West Lancashire Scouts expedition some years ago have
gained more suitors of late. Philippe Batoux (F) and friends sailed there
in 2015, to attempt a new line on the spire of Griundtvigskirken but then
had more success on walls at the head of Skillebugt a short way to the east.
Also in 2015, Leo Houlding’s UK group climbed and filmed the ascent of
Reflections on the huge Mirror Wall. The following year, Geoff Hornby and
friends made their way to Renland for more new routeing; sadly, Geoff
suffered an injury, preventing him from joining the actual climbing.
The better-known and more-visited rock climbing areas in the far south
have also continued to attract climbers. During the last five years there have
been groups from the USA, Poland, the Basque region, Britain, Slovakia
and Argentina. Some of these teams were content trying to free climb existing routes but there were also new climbs made on the Torssuqatoq Spires
and the Tasermiut fjord walls.
The intrepid American Mike Libecki, either solo or with friends, has
continued his regular visits to Greenland’s east coast. He has pioneered new
climbs in the Kangertitivatsiaq fjord, north from Tasiilaq; British climbers
and an international team that arrived by yacht in 2016 have also been at
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Dwarf Peaks. (Simon Richardson)

work here. The Fox Jaw cirque, close to Kummiut, also had visitors in 2014,
following Libecki’s initial forays there many years ago.
Libecki himself has been busy, shifting his attention much further south
on Greenland’s east coast, which has required a number of long seaborne
approaches of up to 500km from Tasiilaq to access very impressive rock
walls and towers, particularly in Inugsuarmiut fjord. Thus far he has had
these areas to himself.
Recently, in 2017 and 2018, one or two small British groups have accessed
the Roslin and Bjørnbo glaciers in the Stauning Alper, making a few new
climbs. Once very popular, the Staunings summertime access is complex
and unreliable due to changes wrought by climate change. In wintertime
and spring, avalanche conditions can be severe in this region. This far north
in Greenland, assistance with logistics can benefit from the services of the
very experienced and well-established Tangent Expeditions International,
a company owned and operated by Paul Walker (UK) which has a growing
base at the airstrip of Constable Pynt (Nerlerit Inaat), the most usual point
of entry to east Greenland now.
Tangent’s client base has diversified in recent years, and it’s a good choice
for independent groups needing logistical support. My own privately organised expedition groups operating in North Liverpool Land (2014, 2015 and
2018) have used Tangent’s snowmobile and advance freighting services to
reach the northern icecap and glaciers for further exploration and numerous
first ascents.
The team of experienced mountaineers who accompanied me in 2018
was successful, making a number of first ascents despite experiencing some
severe and testing storm conditions during April and early May. The full
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report for this expedition, holding maps, photographs and topos can
be found at https://www.arcticclub.org.uk/assets/documents/mef-final-report.
Although our group had experience from spectacular locations around the
world, their reactions and impressions of the High Arctic and its weather,
climbing conditions, and the presence of polar bears provided me with some
amusement, but their companionship made the trip memorable.
Despite the ever-increasing costs of going there, Greenland still exerts a
magnetic pull for the adventurous mountaineer and explorer. It remains one
of the largest reservoirs of unexplored and unclimbed peaks on the planet.
Despite climate change galloping apace throughout the Arctic it is still a
fantastic region to visit so long as it is treated with respect and care. To date
I have been fortunate to make 18 expeditions to Greenland and dream of
trying to get to 20 at least.
Further reading
More information on the areas and expeditions mentioned can be found in
recent issues of the Alpine Journal and the American Alpine Journal. See
also the websites www.climbgreenland.com and www.arcticclub.org.uk.
J Gregson, Exploring Greenland: Twenty years of Adventure Mountaineering
in the Great Arctic Wilderness, Vertebrate Publishing, 2012.
B Shepton, Addicted to Adventure: Between Rocks and Cold Places, Adlard
Coles Nautical, 2014.
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